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The gas holdup and pressure drop of a multistage vibrating disk column with co-
current gas-liquid flow are measured and the effects of column geometry and operating

v

ariables are determined for the evaluation of column performance.
Among the operating variables, the vibrating speed of the disks Av (amplitude A

multipled by vibrating frequency p) has a definite effect on the gas holdup and pressure
drop at speeds higher than a certain critical speed Avc. At speeds lower than Avc, disk

v

ibration has little effect on gas holdup and pressure drop.
The gas holdup and pressure drop are correlated successfully by the addition of

increased values due to disk vibration to those in the absence of vibration.

I

ntrodu ction

The multistage vibrating-disk column (M.V.D.C.)
has been used as a contactor forgas absorption, liquid-
liquid extraction and gas-liquid reaction. In this col-
umnhigh contacting efficiency is promoted by the

reciprocating motion of disks. This type of column is

particularly suitable for contact of a gas-liquid mixture

with a suspended solid catalyst and for emulsification
ofimmiscible liquids. Though the M.V.D.C. is expect-

ed to be applied more widely to various mass transfer
operations, only a few studies of this type of column

h

ave been published.

Novotny et aLX) have measured longitudinal mixing
coefficients in a columnof this type with a single-phase

liquid flow. Takeba et al.2) have investigated the per-

formance ofa M.V.D.C. in termsofthe stage efficiency

and have discussed its application to gas-liquid re-
action with a suspended solid-catalyst. In our previous
paper3) , the liquid-phase mixing characteristics of the
M.V.D.C. with cocurrentgas-liquid flow were studied.
In this work, the effects of the operating variables
and the column dimensions on the average gas holdup
and mean pressure drop in a column with cocurrent
gas-liquid flow are investigated for the evaluation of
column performance.

Experimental

The schematic flow diagram of the experimental ap-
paratus is shown in Fig. 1. The multistage vibrating

disk column (M.V.D.C.) is the same as the one de-

scribed in the previous paper3). Air and water are used
as the gas and liquid phases. These two phases flow

c

ocurrently upward and leave the column.

The average gas holdup is statically measured after
stopping both gas and liquid flows at the same time.

The measurements of the mean pressure drops are
made by open-ended water manometers through pres-
sure taps provided along the column.

The experimental conditions and the column di-
mensionsare listed in Table 1.

Results and Discussion
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Fig. 1 Experimental apparatus

Table 1 Experimental conditions

Numberof stages NsNumberof disks ridVib.diskdiameter daVib.shaftdiameter ds

Insidedia. ofM.V.D.G. dtHoledia.of partitionplate, dn,Heightof onestage h

Gas superficial velocity ug
Liquid superficial velocity ui

Vib. frequency v
Vib. amplitude A=4,7,9=4,7,9

=20, 30, 36,40 __g=50 ==6, 12,20,30,40 [mm] =35, 70[mm] =1.15-7.72 [cm/s] =0.16-1.12 [cm/s] =0-7 [1/s] =0-12 [mm]
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Fig. 3 Comparison of gas holdup
data with Eq.(2)

of the disks on the gas holdup, <f>g^v. The vibrating

speed Av is the product of the amplitude A and the
frequency v of the disk vibration.As is easily seen from
this figure, the gas holdup is nearly constant until Av
e xceeds a critical value, Avc, and as Av increases over
this value, the gas holdup begins to increase almost
proportionally to (Av-Avc). This fact has been ob-

served in other types of column with vibrating, reci-
procating or pulsating action4'5). The increase in the
gas holdup is mainly due to thebubble-trapping action
of the wakes in the vibrating liquid around the disks.
This trapping action can be considered to arise when
the linear velocity of the liquid pushed away by the
vibrating disk through the free area between the disk
and the column wall becomes of the same order as the
free rising velocity of the bubbles. Hence the critical
speed of the disk vibration Avc, is not constant in
general, and depends on factors such as the bubble

rising velocity. However, so far as the air-water system
is concerned, Avc is found to be nearly constant within

a range of2.4 ±0.5 cm/sec.
In the lower range of vibrating speed (Av<Avc),

the effect of vibration does not become noticeable and
the gas holdup hardly increases even if the speed in-
creases. The measuredgas holdup can be correlated by
Eq.(l) within an accuracy of ±10%.
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Fig. 4 Two-phase pressure drop in lower
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Fig. 5 Effect of vibrating speed on
two-phase pressure drop JPtp,v

where dif6q and dh^eq are the hydraulic diameter of
the column and the partition plate hole. On the other

hand, in the higher speed range (Av<Avc), the gas
holdup is definitely increased by vibration. As can be
seen from Fig. 2 the increase inthe gas holdup is mainly

affected by the number of disks and the vibrating
speed. The gas and liquidvelocities have little effect on
the increase, so that the following relation holds ap-
proximately :

<t>g9v= <l>g,o+knd (Ai) -Avc) (2)

The coefficient k in Eq.(2) has been determined ex-
perimentally, as shown in Eq.(3).

£=0.0034

/dh,e
Vd,

i,eq

å  ddå di, (3) ,eq<

In Fig. 3, the observed gas holdups are compared with
those calculated by Eqs.(l), (2) and (3). Agreement

between them is obtained within an accuracy of
±12%.

Pressure Drop

S

ingle-phase flow

The pressure drop of the liquid or gas flow across
the column may originate from expansion and/or con-
traction flow at the hole of the partition plates and at
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Fig. 6 Two-phase pressure drop correlation in lower
vibrating speed range \Ai> <Avc)

t

he free area between the disk and the column wall,
and from the wall friction. But the results obtained
show that the pressure drops across the partition plates

a

re dominant, and are well explained by the orifice
equations, Eqs.(4) and (5), for a hole in the partition
plate.

APa=
l -m21

m*

APl=^

Cl 2/

Q2,

(4) (5)

where mis the fractionoffree hole area of the partition
plate, and Cg or CL are the flow coefficients which
depend on mand ug or ui.
Two-phase flow

The pressure drop JP indicated on the manometers
for two-phase flow can be expressed as

AP=(A \pil^-APt

tp(6)

where / is the level differencebetween the pressure taps
and JPtp the two-phase pressure drop across the par-
tition plates.

Figure 4 shows the typical pressure drops of two-
phase flow in the absence of disk vibration plotted

a

gainst the liquid superficial velocity uL.
The effect of the disk vibration on the pressure drop

is shown in Fig. 5. As is similarto the case of the gas
holdup, the vibration has little influence on the pres-
sure drop until the vibrating speed Av exceeds Avc.
As Av increases beyond 'Avc^ the pressure drop in-
creases proportionally to (Av-Avc).

In the lower vibrating speed range (Av<Avc),
Eq. (7) proposed by Murdock6) for two-phase pressure
drop through an orifice can be used to correlate our
experimental data :
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Fig. 8 Comparison of two-phase pressure
drop data with £q.(8)

(7)

where Ri and Rg are the ratios of the flow coefficients
for respective single-phase flow to that for two-phase
flow. Although the values of the two-phase flow co-

efficients cannot be known in advance, the values of
Rt and Rg can be determined experimentally by

plotting APtPiolAPg against APijAPg as shown in Fig.
6. The results are shown in Fig. 7.

At higher vibrating speed (Av^>Avc), the two-
phase pressure drops are correlated in a manner similar
to that for the gas holdup and Eq.(8) is obtained.

dPtp9v= 4Ptp,o+O'41

aK,eq

eq

di,9/ ri\2-0 U<L-) {Av-AVc) Vdi,eqI

(8)

where JPtp,o can be calculated by Eq.(7) by using
Rg and Rt shown in Fig. 7. The measured pressure
drops agree well with those estimated by Eqs.(4), (5),
(7) and (8), as shown in Fig. 8, and the accuracy of
this correlation is about ±15%.

Conclusion
The average gas holdup and the mean pressure

drop have been measured in a multistage vibrating
disk column with cocurrent gas-liquid flow.

At lower vibrating speed of the disks (less than a
certain critical speed Avc), the effect of the speed on
the gas holdup and pressure drop is negligible, but for
higher speeds, the gas holdup and pressure drop in-
crease almost linearly as the speed increases.

The pressure drop across the holes of the partition
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plates is most of the total pressure drop in the column
and can be interpreted by the orifice equations.

Both the gas holdup and pressure drop with disk
v ibration can be estimated as an amountproportionalto (Av-Avc) added to the respective values without
vibration.

Nomenclature

A = amplitude of vibration [mm]
Cg å  = flowcoefficient for gas phase [-]
Ci = flowcoefficient for liquid phase [-]
da = diameter of vibrating disk [mm]

d i = inner diameter of column (50 mm) [mm]di,eq = hydraulic diameter of column [mm]

d h = hole diameter of partition plate [mm]dh,eq - hydraulic diameter of partition plate hole [mm]

g = gravitational constant [cm/s2]
gc = conversion factor [g-cm/G-sec]
hi = column height of one stage [mm]
/ = level difference between taps [mm]
m - fraction offree hole area of partition plate [-]
rid = disk number [-]
Ns = stage number [-]
AP = pressure difference defined by Eq.(6)

[mmH^O/stage]
APq - gas-phase pressure drop defined by Eq.(4)

[mmH2O/stage]
JPi = liquid-phase pressure drop defined by Eq.(5)

[mmH 2O/stage]
JPtp =two-phase pressure drop defined by Eq.(6)

[mmH2O/stage]

d

Ptp,0 =two-phase pressure drop defined by Eq.(7)
[mmH2 O/stage]

APtp,v =two-phase pressure drop defined by Eq.(8)
[mmH2O/stage]

Eg =coefficient defined by Eq.(7) [-]
Ri ==coefficient defined by Eq.(7) [-]
ug =gas superficial velocity [cm/sec]

ui = liquid superficial velocity [cm/sec]

v =vibrating frequency [1/sec]
pg =density of gas phase [gr/cm3]
pi =density of liquid phase [gr/cm3]
<j)g =gas holdup defined by Eq.(6) [-]
0g,o =gas holdup defined by Eq.(l) [-]
£gfV =gas holdup defined by Eq.(2) [-]
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MASS TRANSFER IN A MULTISTAGE VIBRATING
DISK COLUMN WITH COCURRENT GAS-LIQUID
FLOW*

Kakuji TOJO, Kei MIYANAMI and Takeo YANO
Department of Chemical Engineering, University of Osaka Prefecture, Sakai

Mass transfer characteristics of a cocurrent multistage vibrating disk column are
studied by the absorption of pure carbon dioxide into water. Axial mixing in the liquid
phase is taken into account by using a back-flow model.

Disk vibration definitely enhances the mass transfer rate at low gas velocity and high
liquid velocity. On the other hand, at high gas velocity and low liquid velocity, disk
vibration does not noticeably improve the mass transfer characteristics, and even
worsens them in some cases.

The increase in absorption rate by disk vibration can be well estimated by infor-
mation on the gas holdup characteristics, the mass transfer characteristics without
vibration, the gas bubble size data and the axial mixing characteristics in the liquid
phase.

Introduction

Various types of mechanical agitation have been
used to improve the mass transfer characteristics in
liquid-liquid and gas-liquid contactingoperations. Not
a few workers have dealt with rotating disk liquid-

liquid extractors5'10'12) , pulsed extraction columns1'2)
and gas-liquid or liquid-liquid contactors with rotat-
ing impellers4*6).

On the other hand, only a few studies3'9'11) have
been published about the vibrating disk or perforated
plates types of contactor, although this type of agi-
tation is found to be particularly suitable for gas-liquid
reaction with suspended solid catalysts, and is expected
to be more widely applied to various mass transfer
operations.

Prochazka et al.9) have investigated the performance
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